
1.12-1.17 Phonology

1.12. Phonemes. Barasano has 23 phonemes: eleven consonants and
twelve vowels which are presented in (35) and (36). Vowels are of six

qualities, each with its nasalized counterpart (indicated by a tilde). The
symbols used here and throughout the examples represent a modified

phonemic orthography. The phoneme in parenthesis is found only in loan

words from Spanish or another Tucanoan language.

(35) Consonants
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In the Janera and Eduria dialects, the voiceless alveolar sibilant /s/ is

slightly affricated to [ts]; it has a variant [ts] which occurs before the back

vowel /u/. For example, siika 'baby' is pronounced [tsuka]. In all of the

dialects there is a falling dipthong /au/, as in hau 'fine' and agau!

(exclamation of pain).

1.13. Syllable and word. The basic syllable pattern is (c)v. Thus,
possible syllable patterns are v, and cv illustrated in (37).

(37) V I (3ms)

cv ka.hi 'coca'

The phonological word may consist of from one to nine syllables. A
series of up to three vowels is possible both initially and medially in a

word, which would always syllabify as only one vowel to each syllable; e.g.,

ko.e.a.bi 'he washes'.

1.14. Stress and pitch. Stress is phonemic on the word level, with one

primary stress per word. Word stress occurs on the nuclear syllable of a

word, combined with features of high pitch, loudness, long vowel, and

sometimes a fortis consonant (such as the /d/, in idia (idi.a) 'three').^

Prenuclear syllables have lower pitch, followed by the nuclear syllable

with high pitch. Postnuclear syllables may have either high pitch or low

pitch, depending on the particular morphemes involved. In the following

discussion of high-pitch continuity, all high-pitched syllables are marked
with an acute accent (' ) with the first high-pitched syllable carrying the

primary stress of the word. Example (38) demonstrates contrastive word
stress.

(38) rii 'blood'

rii 'meat'

Stress patterns differ from one dialect to another. There are some lexical

differences between Barasano and Taiwano, but one of the most

prominent differences between the two is stress placement. For example,

in Barasano, 'bad' has the stress on the second syllable whose, whereas in

Taiwano the stress is on the first syllable rohose. Because of this variation

across dialects, and because few pairs of words within a dialect are

Some intonation patterns seem to make the stressed syllable low in pitch (though still

long), perhaps reflecting impatience or irritation.
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distinguished solely by stress, neither high pitch nor stress have been

marked in other sections of this paper. The markings in this particular

section reflect the speech of Jaime Reina, speaker of the Come Masa
dialect.

In studying pitch, certain nonphonemic variations need to be taken into

consideration. Pitch seems to vary with vowel height (/i/ is higher in pitch

than /a/), nasalization (/e/ is higher in pitch than /e/) and phrase position

(there seems to be an overall downdrift in a phrase, i.e., the high pitch in

the last word is lower than the high pitch in the preceding word). Because

of these variations, the presence of phonemic stress and/or high pitch is

difficult to determine. In the word a.bi-a-ha (pick^'up-PRES—3an) 1 pick up',

high pitch occurs on the first syllable, followed by low pitch on the second

syllable of the root as well as on the suffixes. However, the /i/ of the

second syllable tends to raise the pitch above that of the suffixes, almost

as high as the first syllable, and the tendency is to perceive the second

syllable as occurring with high pitch.

Following is a discussion of high-pitch continuity of nouns and verbs,

along with their morphological structures. In general, nuclear word stress

occurs on the root. Suffixes have either high or low pitch depending on

morphological constraints.

With regard to nouns, the basic question is whether postnuclear syllables

are high or low in pitch. The noun roots which have final stress, such as

basa 'people', are irrelevant to this particular discussion. Noun roots which

have nonfinal stress occur with two different pitch patterns: 1) those where

all the postnuclear syllables of the root have high pitch such as sagaro

'thigh' {sa being the nucleus), and 2) those where the postnuclear syllables

drop in pitch, as in the word bidi 'bird'.

With the addition of affixes, the stress and pitch contour of the noun

root remain the same, but several factors influence the pitch contour of

the affixes. Noun suffixes may be categorized into four classes:

1. Those which keep the tone of the previous syllable.

2. Those which are always low tone.

3. Those which are morphologically conditioned, i.e., they may keep the

same tone as the previous syllable or fall in tone, depending on the

particular root employed.

4. Those which pull the stress toward themselves, a phenomenon found

only with -ro (augmentative).

Class one suffixes keep the tone of the previous syllable. Some suffixes

belonging to this class are: -rahe 'hollow cylinder', -hai 'flat/thin', -bedo

'ring', and -bu 'cylindrical container'. Note in (39) that the tone of the

suffix 'bu 'cylindrical container' can be either high or low depending on the
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tone of the previous syllable of the root. Examples are given with a

high-low, high-high, and low-high root, respectively.

(39) hido
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Class two, which assumes a secondary stress, is illustrated by -bosa

(benefactive) in the word abi-a-bosa-ya (pick''up-MOT-BEN-PREs''iMPv) 'pick

up and carry it away for (me)'. The strongest stress and highest pitch falls

on abi 'to pick up' with a secondary stress and high pitch on -bosa

'benefactive'. The pitch on the suffix, however, is not as high as that on
the nucleus of the word.

The class three verb suffixes carry the primary word stress, leaving

secondary stress on the root. One such suffix is -bed (negative). When -beti

(negative) follows a root, in which the last syllable of that root is high, it

also is high, with the primary stress falling on the right-most member
(either -be or -ti) and the pitch dropping to low for the following

morphemes.

In 42, where -beti (negative) follows buha 'to find', the stressed syllable

of the root has high pitch, but that pitch rises on each consecutive syllable,

with the last syllable of the negative carrying the primary stress and the

following syllables having a low pitch.

(42) buha-beti-ruuku-ha

find-NEG-DESIDms-~3

I will never find it.

Another class three suffix is -di (proximate). When this suffix follows the

verb wa 'to move', it is the second syllable that receives the primary word

stress. In certain inflections, the segments of -di (proximate) disappear,

leaving only the stress behind (which falls on the proximate nominalizer,

imperative marker, or person-number marker). For example, the verb wa
'to move' would have the inflection wa-bi (move'^MOT-sms) 'he went'. When
the suffix -di (proximate) is added, its presence is signalled only by the

occurrence of word stress on the person-number marker, giving the

inflection wa-bi (move-PROx^sms) 'he came'.

With other verbs of motion, the suffix -a-di (motion toward here) or -a

(motion) is followed by a morpheme which serves partially to indicate

proximity. With these verbal constructions, the primary accent remains on

the verb root, e.g., abi-a-yu-hu (pick''up-M0T-PR0x''iNFER-3p) 'they say that

he brought it.'

1.15. Nasalization. Nasalization is analyzed as a feature of the morpheme

level with each morpheme being either all nasal or all oral. Nasalization may
spread throughout a word, on a morphological basis, generally spreading to the

right, although in certain instances it may spread to the left. This spreading does

not seem to be phonologically conditioned, i.e., there are no phonemes which

automatically stop the spread.
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A suffix may be intrinsically oral (o), intrinsically nasal (n), or a chameleon

(C), either oral or nasal depending on its environment. Nasalization does

not spread through an intrinsically oral suffix; an intrinsically nasal suffix

remains nasal when it follows an oral syllable. An intrinsically oral vowel

(suffix) following a nasal vowel stops the spread of nasalization.

Chameleons are oral following oral morphemes and nasal following nasal

morphemes. There are no instances of suffixes which begin with an

intrinsically nasal vowel.

In (43), the verb root is nasalized, followed by two intrinsically oral

morphemes, then an intrinsically nasal morpheme, and finally two

chameleon morphemes.

Note that nasalization does not spread through the oral suffix -bed

(negative), and that the nasal suffix -koa (fulfillment) is nasal even when
it follows an oral syllable.

(43) o o N c c

keda-beti-goda-koa-a-ha ti

gOOd-NEG-INTENS-FF-PRES-3 Sin

It is truly not good.

Two examples of chameleon type suffixes are -ya 'river' and -gu

(masculine singular moninalizer): -ya 'river' is oral in Wai-ya Tish River',

but is nasal when following a nasal root as in Kobe-ya 'Metal River'; -gu

(masculine singular nominalizer) is oral in ahi-gu (hear-ms) 'listener',

whereas in yago-gu (talk-ms) 'speaker', it is nasalized. In kobe-ya-a-gu

(metal-river-PERT-ms) 'one from Metal River', an intrinsically oral

morpheme -a (pertaining to), stops the spreading of nasalization, so that

-^ is oral.^

Consonants through which nasalization may spread are: r, k, b, g, s, r, y,

and h. The consonant w does not occur in suffixes and/? is only found in

a few loan words. In the preceding paragraph, the spreading of

nasalization through g and y was demonstrated.

Examples of nasalization spreading through t, k, b, s, r, h, and d are as

follows. The syllable beginning with t in -ti (question) is oral following an

oral morpheme as in ahi-a-ti bu (hear-PREs-o you) 'do you understand?'

However, nasalization spreads through the t following a nasal morpheme
as in ha-gu-ti yu? (be-ms-o is) 'will I be there?'

The syllable beginning with k in the suffix -aka (diminutive) is oral

following an oral morpheme as in dake-gu-aka (young-ms-DiM) 'little male

For more examples of -a (pertaining to) combining a noun with a nominal, see §3.4.
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child'. However, nasalization spreads through the k following a nasal

morpheme, suka-aka (baby-DiM) little baby'.

The syllable beginning with b in the suffix -bu (past nonthird person

animate) is oral following an oral morpheme in ahi-bu yu. (hear-~3PST is) 1
heard', but nasalization spreads through the b following a nasal morpheme,
yago-bu yu (talk-sPST is) 1 spoke.'

The syllables beginning with s and r in the suffixes -se (nominalizer) and

-re (object) are oral in i yi-se-re (sms do-NOM-o) 'what he did'. However,

with a nasal verb root such as abi 'to pick up' these suffixes allow the

nasalization to spread through them: i abi-se-re 'his thing he picked up'.

The syllable beginning with h in -hu (distal) is oral following an oral

morpheme as in to-hu 'there-place'. But nasalization spreads through the

h following a nasal morpheme as in Tibi-ya-hu (otter-river-place) 'to Otter

River'.

The consonant d occurs in only two suffixes, both of which are always

oral not allowing nasal spreading. However, in the formative verb stems,

nasalization penetrates -di (intransitive). For example, the syllable

beginning with d in budi 'to exit' is oral following the oral syllable bu

(which is the transitive verb 'to make exit'). However, nasalization spreads

through the d following the formative nasal verb stem hudisi in hiidisidi 'to

be angry'.

The previous examples all show the spreading of nasalization to the right

in a word. However, there are a few cases of nasalization spreading to the

left. One such case involves -be (negative). When it occurs with the verb

abi 'to pick up', inflected for nonthird person animate, it is oral as in (44).

From this we would assume that -be (negative) is an intrinsically oral suffix.

However, with the third-person-animate suffixes (which are all nasal) -be

becomes nasal as in (45).

(44) abi-be-hu yu

pick^'up-NEG—3 Is

I didn't pick it up.

(45) abi-be-bi

pick^'up-NEG-Sms

He didn't pick it up.

Similarly, when -be (negative) occurs with verbs inflected for nonpast

conjecture with a singular subject, it is oral as in (46). However, in the

plural forms of this tense, the suffix following -be (negative) is da (animate

plural) (an intrinsically nasal suffix) and -be is nasal as in (47).
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(46) boa-be-ku'bi

WOrk-NEG-~PROXms-3ms

He probably won't work.

(47) boa-be-da-ha yua

WOrk-NEG-anp-3 Ix

We probably won't work.

When -be (negative) is followed by -ti (nonproximate nominalizer), -be is

always oral.

(48) boa-beti-rugu-a-bi

WOrk-NEG-HAB-PRES-3ms

He never works.

These examples indicate that the nasality of -be (negative) is conditioned

not by the preceding morpheme, but by the following one.

A second example of nasalization spreading to the left is when personal

pronouns are used to form indefinite and demonstrative pronouns. The
personal pronouns are i (3ms), so^ (3fs), and Ida (3p). These are added to the

indefinite nominal gahe 'other' to form gahi 'another male', gaheo 'another

female' and gahera 'others', respectively. Notice that the nasality of the

personal pronoun determines the nasality of the resultant indefinite

pronoun, even though the personal pronoun derivative occurs at the end

of the word. The same pattern occurs with the demonstrative pronouns.

The nominal adi 'this' fuses with the personal pronouns to form adi 'this

male' and adio 'this female'; ado 'this place' becomes adda 'these beings'.

{adi 'this' is used for a highly specific thing or place whereas ado 'this' is

used for a more general area or in reference to manner.)

1.16. Glottal stop. Sentences which end with pronouns (e.g., yu (is)), the

adverb keda 'again', the discourse marker ya (yuha (E)) 'now', or the

sentence fragment uhau 'yes', may optionally occur with a final glottal stop.

We regard this phenomenon as outside the segmental phonology, and have

thus not listed the glottal stop as a phoneme.

1.17. Sound symbolism and onomatopoeia. The phonome /i/ often sig-

nifies smallness, and /o/ largeness. For example: adi-hu 'this place' may
signify an identified object or a small area, e.g., 'a spot', and ado 'here'

^YM: so (3fs).
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signifies a larger area, e.g., 'the place where we live'; abi! means 'Oh, that's

a lot less than I expected' and abo! can mean 'Oh, that's a lot more than

I expected'; yu kedi-ka-ti (I fall-far''psT-NOM) may refer to 'the area on my
body that hit a rock when I fell' whereas yu kedi-ka-to (I fall-far""pst-nom)

may refer to 'the area where I fell'.

Onomatopoeic expressions and ideophones are used most often within

a quote and occur frequently with the phoneme /p/; /p/ otherwise occurs

only in loans from Spanish and other Tucanoan languages. Some animals

are given names by the sounds they make. For example, toi is the name of

a small green parrot who says ''toi, toi, toi, tdi,'\ and waipaiyo is the name
of a bird who says ''waipaiyo'\ See (49)-(51) for other examples of this

kind of expression.

(49) I yago-haba ''Siokoe koe siokoe koe siokoe"

3ms talk-coND siocoe coe siocoe coe siocoe

yi-ka-bi i

say-far^'psT-sms 3ms

Whenever he (toucan) talks, he says,

siocoe".

"Siocoe coe, siocoe coe.

(50) "Tapi tapV yi weha-yu-hu ti

tapi tapi say fall-iNFER-3p 3in

Drops (of sweat) fell to the ground.

(51) "topua" yi ruha-ko-a-su-hu i

tOpua say sink-FF-MOT-INFER-PROX-3p 3ms

He hit the water and drowned.
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